As the electronic networked world is becoming an integral aspect of everyday life, our means of acquiring information have gone well beyond our interactions with the natural world. However, most development of electronic media technology focuses more on information processing and transmission and less on the creation of experiences that promote intellectual growth. Historically, the arts have been crucial in allowing civilizations to experience truths about their state. However, at this point most media-related art is not organically connected to the tools established by the digital culture. Most media content makes use of forms that have their origins in the pre-digital age. It is clear that the fast evolution of technology and its effects on society have produced a discontinuum between development of media technology and media content and consequently a discontinuum between our means of acquiring information and our means of acquiring knowledge. The result is that our society is highly informed, has access to lots of data, but suffers from a lack of deep experiences and true knowledge. In today's world we create through digital means, images, and sounds and we communicate through digital networked media (like cell phones or the internet). These digital media draw their strength and functionality from computational models. However, a common perception is that the expert creators of digital media technologies (the engineers) are not trained specifically in the creation of content. Similarly the creators of content (the artists) are not trained well in the creation and exploration of digital technologies and do not have a fundamental understanding of the computational models driving these technologies. As the discontinuum between our media technologies and media content becomes increasingly clear we are forced to accept that we are a society that excels with information processing but is unable to reflect on its experiences and thus achieve knowledge of its state. At Arizona State University we created a new program called Arts, Media and Engineering (AME). AME focuses on the integrated, parallel development of digital media technologies and digital media content. AME faculty and graduate students combine understanding of computation and computational modeling with the ability to apply this understanding at every level of the digital media communication process: from the creation of tools, to the creation of content, to the analysis of the social implications. To achieve this hybrid training and research we integrate expertise and resources from Electrical Engineering, Computer Science and Engineering, Music, Dance, Visual Arts, Theatre, Psychology, Anthropology, Sociology, Life Sciences, Bioengineering, Architecture and Environmental Design, and Education.
To achieve the computer mediation of experiences our research efforts focus on all aspects of digital mediation (sensing, information modeling and feedback) in the context of the communication of an experience. Research projects include:

- Distributed, Context-Aware Sensing and Modeling: Analysis and capture of motion, auditory event detection and spatial localization, spatio-temporal analysis of video/image, networked heterogeneous sensing

- Information representation, retrieval and feedback: distributed visual coding/representation, extraction of movement lexical, ontological indexing of multimodal data, storage and archival for fast access, immersive audio and visual environments, autonomous robot actuators and controllers

- Experiential construction: electronic experiences from limited data, generative models for mediated arts experiences, applications of these generative models to a broad spectrum of areas (rehabilitation, biofeedback, security, transcoding of knowledge, staging of the sciences).

In addition to the above interdisciplinary research projects, we have formed hybrid curricula that will integrate training in engineering and arts and access to knowledge form the social and life sciences. These allow students to develop strong computational skills and apply them to the creation of computer mediation of experiences with a wide range of applications.
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